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LANGUAGE STUDY AND THE GLOBAL VILLAGE

Everyone is talking about the "global village"—so much so that the concept has almost become meaningless. Language education, however, is a necessary corollary to the new "internationalism," and language enrollments seem to be rising. Language educator Claire Kramsch relates the marketplace paradigm shift to a similar shift in "international discourse competence." The importance of language learning is also illustrated by conclusions of the Governor's Commission, by colleges' and universities' increasing emphasis on foreign language entry requirements, and by the emergence of language proficiency "exit" requirements at such prestigious schools as the Wharton School.

Along with the growing realization of the importance of language learning there has come a pronounced dissatisfaction with the former means (drill and practice) used to achieve linguistic competence. But this dissatisfaction also relates to shifting definitions of "competence." Behavioristic drills a la ALM (audio-lingual method) did reflect the "competency" objective of the 50's and 60's, which was a structure-based, almost unconscious, rote accuracy in language production. The "reigning technology," the reel-to-reel or audio cassette-based language laboratory, supported the objectives of the behaviorist ALM school and developed in tandem with this movement.

As happens with most extremes, the pendulum did swing back: language educators of the late 70's and early 80's seemed again to value fluency over accuracy. The proficiency movement, which actually had begun during World War II, was said to be much more tolerant of linguistic errors than the previously prevailing methods. The simultaneous shift of linguistics studies away from behaviorism toward Chomsky's view of language development also led language educators to steadily abandon a laboratory-based "behavior modification" approach. The pendulum seems for the moment to be arrested somewhere in the middle of the swing from fluency to accuracy, with growing acknowledgment that accuracy and fluency need not be viewed as mutually exclusive phenomena.

THE LANGUAGE 'LABORATORY' OF THE TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY

The support that technology could offer to a proficiency-based pedagogy has not been thoroughly explored. Most
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institutions, even those where the most up-to-date thinking about language pedagogy and methodology takes place, have antiquated and poorly supported language learning centers. The glaring lack of supporting technologies can be directly traced to an abiding disillusionment with the "old" language laboratories and a corresponding reluctance to "recommit" to technology without proof of the efficacy of technology-supported learning. The cost of the new technologies and some uncertainty about changing equipment standards and technologies (i.e. tape vs. disc and analog vs. digital technologies) certainly contribute to the hesitancy of faculty and administrators. Few reasonable software programs are available for off-the-shelf use, and faculty simply do not have time to learn an authoring or programming language to put the software on the laboratory or classroom shelf, however well this software may contribute to language acquisition.

Increasing importance is being placed on the acquisition of language as a tool for understanding culture. Claire Kramsch observes "progress in language acquisition research...[leading to a] broadened and diversified conception of what it means to be communicatively competent in a language."4

Although language acquisition research is currently and increasingly highly-valued, it has contributed little to the practice, largely because the two have remained mutually exclusive phenomena. The most respected language journals often contain articles which contain more qualitative and substantive research about second language acquisition processes and the resulting teaching methodologies. What is called for is a new pedagogy, one informed by and reforming language acquisition theory. The new language "laboratory" of the next century will become a place where we will "exercise" the new pedagogy and where we will discover new theories of language acquisition.

TECHNOLOGICAL SUPPORT FOR PEDAGOGY?

The professional journals we pedagogues read are replete with beckoning calls to technology to "take care of the unpleasant tasks" of teaching students the mechanics of the language, "so as to free up class time for more creative and worthy activities" [emphasis is mine]. Those of us who identify with both sides of the dilemma—the pedagogical and the technological—think that this kind of arrangement simply will not work. It is demeaning to both parties and creates an artificial dichotomy between the class and laboratory which is somewhat akin to dividing up the halves of the brain without an acknowledgment of the interrelation and symbiosis between the two.

The pedagogy of the language classroom of the 90's does not call for a language "laboratory" and all the behavioristic connotations which its very name implied in the 50's and 60's. Like it or not, that language laboratory is "dead" because its pedagogical and methodological underpinnings, and its very "raison d'être," are no longer valid. The ruling pedagogical assumptions of today's language departments center around "communicative competence," or, in the alternative, "proficiency." The message is all-important, and the media must convey the message.

"DYSFUNCTIONAL" NOTIONS AND DISCARDED DREAMS

The old "laboratory" facilities live on, however, in some form of another, in most of the language departments of the country where there was heavy investment in the post-World War ALM technologies. Most facilities, even in the most up-to-date language departments, have been relegated to
a basement or another out-of-the-way cor­ner where ancient audio machines languish away the idle hours in virtual solitude.

As the old machines break down, however, and as those in other curricular areas express interest in “taking over” space in the old language laboratories, some response is sought to the question of “what to do with the language lab?” In most cases, computer labs are proposed. Else the space be filled with computers and turned over to the campus computer center, pedagogues cling to a vague hope that the “mechanics of the language” might still be somehow taught there. These self-same pedagogues have very little connection to this antiquated “laboratory,” yet they persist in sending generations of language students there to while away the hours.

One must not blame these naive peda­gogues excessively, however. Banishing students to the laboratory is not altogether inconsistent with the idea that “hours and hours of ‘clock/seat time’ must be spent hearing the language and practicing it.” These pedagogues are, in good faith, trying to expose students to “authentic” [i.e., na­tive] speech acts found on some of the audio tapes currently available for foreign languages. Some of these programs carry authenticity to the extreme by recording the golden tones of native discourse against a backdrop of urban street noise. The result is a general unintelligibility, even to native speakers of the language, and heightened frustration on the part of would-be language learners.

KRASHEN REVISITED?

A facile reading of Stephen Krashen⁶ might lead some pedagogues to believe that it is enough to “expose” language learners to native-like “planned or unplanned” discourse and narrative in authentic situations. What is forgotten is the “motivation” part of Krashen’s notions. Motivation to speak or write in foreign language often is linked to a genuine desire to communicate a message—to be understood and to under­stand another human being. Most of the material found in laboratories today is taken from somebody else’s script, usually the textbook author’s or publisher’s designated “native speaker’s.” Audio tapes usually are not money-makers for a publisher, so they are often produced with little thought and low budgets.

The motivational interest behind the production of these tapes comes not from the students’ possible or probable communica­tive needs, but from the publisher’s need to cut corners—to make money and still satisfy the pedagogues’ unfilled and naive hopes that students’ “proficiency” or “com­petence” will be enhanced through more “exposure” or increased time at “drill and practice.” It is not too difficult for textbook authors and publishers to record street noise, but it is very difficult for language students (and their teachers) to understand “native­like” discourse recorded over it. This is not motivating stuff, especially if the “someone else” speaking is not even their teacher or anyone remotely connected to the language learners’ classroom experience. In contrast to these ill-conceived programs, John Underwood, author of a book on the lingu­istic basis of the use of computer technol­ogy in the language learning⁶ has de­veloped HyperCard and interactive video pro­grams which offer examples of well-written and pedagogically sound courseware.⁷

VISUAL SUPPORT FOR AUDITORY PROCESSING

No one who has passed the Piagetian “age of reason,” say twelve years of age, is content for long to speak at the discon­nected, uncontextualized sentence level, especially in the absence of visual stimuli. It is totally unnatural and downright perverse
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for us to require this of students. Video support is something on which most small children learning a first language have come to rely. If the new technologies can offer this, who are we pedagogues to stand in the way? Donna Van Handle of Mount Holyoke College has offered suggestions for videodisc development based on existing materials with this visual support in mind.²

Our inability to switch to a more modern paradigm; to rethink the “pedagogy” behind the “technology” of out-of-class learning experiences; and to offer visual support for audio materials have not escaped students, who are consummate video users. Modern “Centers for the Study of Foreign Languages and Cultures” should replace the language laboratories of the post-War era. Video, live satellite programs in a variety of foreign languages, and audio cassettes of important speeches and current world affairs (or even popular songs) should likewise replace the “contrived, uncontextualized “drill and kill” programs of the past. Maria Moux’s⁹ and William Fletcher’s¹⁰ attempts to insert language videodiscs produced from foreign television via satellite are certainly a giant step in the right direction. While it is true that the government’s resources and the military academy’s students’ pragmatic linguistic concerns have given much support to the success of the Naval Academy’s endeavors, we pedagogues in the university trenches can take heed and follow their example. Considering academic-corporate alliances helped Curtis Swanson¹¹ of the California State University at Fullerton realize some very interesting, pedagogically sound interactive video courseware. Likewise, Sue Otto’s involvement in PICS (The Project for International Communication Studies)¹² has led to some trend-setting (and agency funded) development of video and interactive computer programming for language teachers. Creative grant-seeking can make it happen.

To accomplish these same ends, we must have authority from our colleagues in high places and money from those in even higher places. We must also have in our camp a virtual army of language pedagogues who are willing to risk all—tenure, the scorn of colleagues, etc.—to get their hands dirty with technology and pedagogy, to rethink and research the teacher-learner-language relationship, to discover new and exciting materials, and to make these materials available to today’s language learners. Alice Slayton’s¹³ “audacity” in conceiving of and funding “Interactions Audiovisuelles” must have initially taken her more timorous colleagues in the early 1980’s by surprise.

IT’S ALL IN A NAME

The requisite critical mass of committed and thinking pedagogues is important, because it is difficult to change the behavior of entrenched behaviorists. We must legitimize our dilemma and our research to the outside world (which, in our case, is the university and its myriad of committees), the “R & D” (research and development) activities of a modern media center for foreign languages and cultures. Is it our inability to do battle with the once-ruling behaviorists that has given pedagogues a bad name? Collaborative efforts between government agencies and universities like those Anita Knisbacker¹⁴ developed in her prototypical Colloquial Hebrew program help pave the way for innovative collaborative approaches to creating individualized language learning experiences for students.

Perhaps by changing the word “pedagogue,”” we might, a la Rodney Dangerfield, “get some respect,” and change our image. “Methodologist,” a term described in detail by Stephen A. Sadow¹⁵ does not appeal to me either. Semantically, “pedagogue” conjures up a somewhat negative picture. For starters, it sounds like “pedant,” if we consider the first syllable. “Pedagogue,”
taking it from the back end, sounds like "demagogue." This is unfortunate, for too often the language "demagogues" (who also claim to be pedagogues) give us the buzz words but not the requisite research-based theories on which to ground the new technologies.

We pedagogues must be willing to consider the recent studies of language acquisition and research from cognitive psychology which may suggest to us more valid approaches and theories. We must also be willing to use the newly designed centers to conduct evaluative and theory-driven research of our own design. Major Michael Everson\(^\text{16}\) of the Air Force Academy gave us some valuable suggestions for research in L2 as applied to the learning of Chinese, especially relating to the development of reading skills. Everson's colleague, Major Mike Verano,\(^\text{17}\) has developed one of the most innovative interactive videodisc-based language learning centers in the nation. Likewise, Janet Murray, Gilberte Furstenberg, and Douglas Morgenstern\(^\text{18}\) have combined language acquisition principles to high technology in the creation of Project Athena interactive language programs Entrez Dans Paris (Philippe) and No Recuerdo.

**STAR WARS**

The new pedagogy which we are considering inevitably evokes things smacking of technology. Past memories associated with the term technology bring to mind Scotty beaming up Spock and Captain Kirk, or a digitally compressed Princess Leia of *Star Wars* communicating her plight via the new media. It now all seems very plausible, thinking about digital scanners, audio compressors, CD ROM, and video laserdiscs. In a "kinder and gentler" context, "technology" also brings forth images of long rows of identically configured tables with a myriad of workers industriously putting together tiny and intricate silicon chips. This all takes place in a mythical and hence nameless location somewhere west of Detroit.

What we need is a catchy phrase which reflects the merging of technology and pedagogy. Such a term would also reflect the goals of the new Humanist, a "harnesser of technology," who also just so happens to be a teacher of language and literature. Connecticut College President Claire Gaudiani,\(^\text{19}\) herself a former language teacher, would have us forming world citizens capable of understanding global cultures, marketplace and mores. Perhaps in our quest to reveal the mysteries of culture and language to breathless students, we will become the new world philosophers, armed with new insights about universal understanding, peace, and good will.

Father Lee Lubbers\(^\text{20}\) is such a world philosopher. He had a very good idea about uplinking satellite broadcasts of international news to create international understanding through the media when he spearheaded SCOLA. SUNY's reworking of the Soviet TV broadcasts and listening comprehension exercises originated by the collaborative efforts of Betty Leaver\(^\text{21}\) of the Foreign Service Institute and Rich Robins of Georgetown University indicates initiative in making news broadcasts accessible to lower-level language learners. These efforts would have seemed truly implausible and "techy" to the rulers of language "laboratories" of the 50's and 60's, and yet they are pedagogically-based technologies shaping the design of the new Center for Foreign Languages and Cultures, such as that headed up by Robert Davis\(^\text{22}\) of Smith College. Smith College Portuguese professor Charles Cutler\(^\text{23}\) is one such "pedagogical" innovator in his use of the video-based *Travessia* language courseware.

In the meantime, we pedagogues are
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still left without a working definition. Perhaps "being" does, after all, precede "essence," and we are all still "in the process of becoming." We're stuck with the name "pedagogue," and we might as well just make the best of it. In fact, let's consider it as a possible topic for next year's IALL '93 meeting. I like the ring of "the pedagogy of technology for language teachers."
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IALL 93: It's not just another conference.
Conference Preview: Defining the Role of the Language Lab
The University of Kansas       June 2-5, 1993

It's the only conference that focuses on language labs, learning labs, media centers, the people who manage them, and technology in foreign language learning. It will feature:

Keynote addresses by experts in the field. Topics: Providing Media for Education while Obeying Copyright Law; The Role of Technology in Education.

Sessions and workshops at both beginning and advanced levels. (e.g. video editing, lab design, newsletter production, renovation, funding) We've got a spot for you.

Roundtable discussions on a variety of topics, big or small. Everything from hiring and training staff (keeping good people!) to managing a computer network, to using satellite feeds effectively. Share what you've learned. Learn something new.

Plenty of vendor exhibits. See what's new (and find out what it costs). Put a face with a name.

Showcases to present authoring packages, audio materials, video and computer materials. Many will have hands-on opportunities. Not sales pitches, these are demonstrations of materials by people who use them. Get a really good look at something before you make purchasing recommendations.

Videotaped lab tours. Take the armchair tour of big labs and small labs all around the country.

And don't forget the wonderful networking opportunities:
Special interest group lunch.
Regional group dinner. Dinner with others in your geographical area. Find out about regional affiliates. Get busy at the local level.
Kansas City Jazz Tour.
Barbeque welcome.

If you are a high school, college or university foreign language or ESL instructor, or if you are the manager of a language lab, media lab, resource center, learning center or any facility that uses technology to help people learn, then this is your conference. Plan now to attend. For more information (and to get on the mailing list) contact:

John Huy, IALL '93 Coordinator
The University of Kansas
Garinger Academic Resource Center
4069 Wescoe Hall
Lawrence, KS 66045-2167
Email: HUY@ukanvax.bitnet